
PRESS RELEASE – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sydeem Girafe is the new Sigma Conso distributor for consolidated reporting 
and intercompany matching & reconciliation solutions in West Africa.

Brussels, 11 July 2013 - Sigma Conso, a provider of software for consolidation and financial reporting, 
has appointed a distributor for West Africa: Sydeem Girafe, located in the Ivory Coast, will distribute 
Mona Group Reporting, a unified consolidation and reporting package and Mona InterWeb, an 
intragroup transaction reconciliation solution. 

Sydeem Girafe is a consulting company with expertise in financial consolidation. Sydeem Girafe's 
consultants will develop standard parameters based on Ohada accounting standards to provide a 
solution that perfectly meets the needs of consolidators in Africa.

Sydeem Girafe is also a long-term Sage partner and has built strong ties with Sage's network of 
integrators and resellers in Africa. This will facilitate communication between Sigma Conso solutions 
and Sage's ERP solutions, which are widely used on the continent.

Mouhamadou Diop, Sydeem Girafe’s Managing Director, explains: "We wanted to provide the 
financial management of West African groups with tools to facilitate their consolidated reporting 
while guaranteeing the irreproachable quality of their financial information (auditability, efficient 
data collection from subsidiaries, etc.). Mona Group Reporting and Mona InterWeb meet these 
challenges perfectly. They are powerful, easy-to-use software solutions that are inexpensive both to 
deploy and to maintain.

What is more, Sigma Conso intends to pursue their international development strategy. This gives us 
a great deal of confidence about our long-term relationship and about their commitment to assisting 
us in providing the solutions best-suited to the needs of our clients."

Dominique Galloy, Managing Director of Sigma Conso, adds: "West Africa has several high-growth 
markets. More and more local groups are expanding their presence in Africa and beyond. This means 
there is a need for flexible and reliable financial software to support their growth. Thanks to their 
local market presence and their expertise in consolidation and reporting, Sydeem Girafe is well 
positioned to provide the solutions best-suited to their needs."

About Sigma Conso
Sigma Conso has its head office in Brussels. It provides Corporate Performance Management (CPM) 
software and services. The Group has recognised expertise in financial and statutory consolidation 
and management reporting. It provides over 500 international groups with tailored and flexible 
solutions that facilitate their financial management.
Sigma Conso is currently undergoing rapid international expansion and now has a presence in major 
European, African and Asian financial centers.
For more information, please go to www.sigmaconso.com
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About Sydeem Girafe

Located in the Ivory Coast in Abidjan, Sydeem Girafe are a consulting firm specializing in CPM 
software solutions. Sydeem Girafe delivers their services in the whole central- and west-Africa sub-
region.

For more information, visit http://www.sydeem-girafe.com
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